INTRODUCTION
On this we simply remark that absurdly as these two
critics contradict one another, neither is right and each
is equally wrong, because neither one nor the other has
a notion what he is talking about.
Gervinus* and Ulrica's nescience of English woodland
may be forgiven. But their dealing thus with Arden in
impart materla strikes us as less excusable when we
reflect that Shakespeare—who exiles a French Duke and
courtiers upon the banks of Avon just as nonchalantly
as in A Midsummer-Night's Dream he peopled an
Athenian wood with Warwickshire fairies—has been
at pains to provide us with a couple of his own moralists
and philosophisers upon the passing show. Are we, on
the face of it, likely to do as well with Gervinus and
Ulrici as with Jaques and Touchstone?
IV
Let us consider Shakespeare's own pair of critics
briefly and in their quiddity. Jaques has followed the
exiled Duke to the forest and for what reason no one
blows: in.loyalty, likely enough: but if in loyalty (as
many a sardonic man will go any distance for i£ yet
conceal devotion as a proud personal secret) he will
cany no hint of this on his sleeve. He is the professed
cynical moralist and something of an egoist too, with a
conscious pose. He discerns the exiled Duke's talk and
Amiens' song about the salutary effect of the winter wind
(which by the way does not blow at all in the story) to
be humbug, and in-his fashion with his Ducdame, goes
some way to expose it. But he consents with the folly
in its practice. He is courtier as well as moraliser and has
been (we gather) an easy liver in his time and has come
through it, like many another easy liver (say Solomon
himself), with a certain addiction of proverbs to the
tongue—polite ones, to be sure; but, partly it may be,
because they hold this reserve of politeness, concealing

